I. INTRODUCTION: To TAME A CONCEPTUAL WILDERNESS
If the "life of the law" for legal formalists is logic and for legal pragmatists is experience,' then federal Indian law is for neither. More than any other field of public law, federal Indian law is characterized by doctrinal incoherence 2 and doleful incidents. 3 Its principles aggregate into competing clusters of inconsistent norms, 4 and its practical effect has been to legitimate the colonization of this continentthe displacement of its native peoples -by the descendants of Europeans.s One side of this story emphasizes the linkage between law and deprivation. 6 From this perspective, if there is any bedrock principle the normative problems associated with them remain daunting even a half-millennium after the first European contact with natives.
It is understandable, then, why a commentator analyzing a difficult question in the field might prefer to narrow the inquiry as much as possible by taking settled doctrines as given. Recently, Stuart Benjamin has done just that in his assessment of the constitutional questions surrounding the special legal treatment of Hawaiian natives.
14 It is also understandable that a commentator might attempt to pierce the superstructure of confusion and identify a single explanatory value driving federal Indian law. L. Scott Gould has done so in his recent analysis of the last two decades of federal Indian law decisions.' 5 These seemingly disparate works are, in fact, the embodiment of two related kinds of analysis of federal Indian law. When Benjamin embarks on his evaluation of the constitutional status of preferences for Hawaiian natives, he understands his mission to be addressing a complicated issue that is, in principle, no different from any other knotty problem of public law. He is, then, doing what attorneys and courts ordinarily see themselves doing: the "normal science" of law. In contrast, when Gould undertakes his synthesis of recent Supreme Court decisions in federal Indian law, he seeks to transcend the normal science and identify (or construct) a paradigm. 16 Gould's work is like Benjamin's in at least one key respect, however: it is descriptive rather than normative.
This analytic continuum -from what the law "is" on a certain issue to what it "is" when aggregated across a field -is, of course, not unique to federal Indian law. The essentially simultaneous appearance of these two analyses, however -both of which appear in prominent law reviews from which federal Indian law scholarship has been conspicuously absent 17 -makes this a propitious time to rethink what federal Indian law is, where it is heading, and, ultimately, what it is supposed to be doing.
In this Commentary, I use the work of Benjamin and Gould to identify some ubiquitous problems that lurk in the analysis of federal Indian law. When evaluated together, these assessments provide a remarkable window on the current state of the field, revealing an area of frustrating descriptive and normative complexity for practitioner and scholar alike. This unruliness of federal Indian law, I conclude, reveals some possibilities as well as problems for its evolution as it enters the next century. If litigation has proved incapable of rendering the field normatively attractive and conceptually coherent, there may be some structural explanation. In turn, focusing on the nature of the institutions and processes that shape federal Indian law may be more productive than doctrinal analysis in revealing pathways to reform. Indeed, the survival and current vitality of tribes as sovereigns, rather than simply as groups of subordinated people, make institutional alternatives to litigation not only possible, but also potentially empowering. Reconceiving of the field as establishing the framework for negotiation between sovereigns, rather than merely for litigation in federal courts, holds the promise both of greater participation by tribes in the formulation of the federal law that purports to govern them and of the evolution of a more normatively attractive and coherent approach.
II. THE PERILS OF PRACTICE -OR, DON'T BELIEVE EVERYTHING You READ
The practice of federal Indian law shares all of the usual rewards, trials, and tribulations of public law practice -and then some. Among the more specialized challenges in the field have been the limited nature of relief available against federal deprivations of Indian rights, 13 the problems of professional responsibility involved in representing a collective client whose decisionmaking board is subject to periodic change, 19 and, until recently, the virtual absence of Native American attorneys. 20 Benjamin's analysis of the constitutional issues concerning the special treatment of Hawaiian natives exposes a different, but more fundamental problem: unless injected with a heavy dose of historical perspective and legal realism, formal lawyerly analysis not only often fails to illuminate the issues in federal Indian law, but can also result in deceiving conclusions. This is not the format in which to engage in a full-blown recitation and response to Benjamin's lengthy and complex assessment of the constitutionality of special measures concerning Hawaiian natives. Instead, for illustrative purposes, I examine one fundamental premise of his argument: that a federal law that singles out and benefits a native group that is not formally recognized by the federal government as an "Indian tribe" should be subject to strict constitutional scrutiny as a suspect racial classification.
Benjamin's argument is straightforward. Under Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 2 1 federal classifications based on race are subject to strict scrutiny even if they benefit a racially subordinated group. 22 To be sure, Morton v. Mancar 2 3 recognizes that the federal government and Indian tribes have a special relationship, such that federal classifications based on tribal membership are political, not racial, 24 and are therefore subject only to a modified rational-basis test 2 5
Because, however, in Benjamin's judgment, Hawaiian natives and other native peoples who are not members of any federally recognized tribe fall outside the Mancari framework, classifications drawn to benefit them cannot claim the protective shelter of that precedent. 2 6 Accordingly, the classifications are racial, strict scrutiny applies, and they are almost surely unconstitutional.
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Each of these conclusions is defensible, based on a lawyerly reading of current law. Each is, however, also rooted in legal fiction.
Take Adarand, for starters. As the Supreme Court has generally done since Bolling v. Sharpe, 28 the Court in Adarand simply equated equal protection analysis of federal and state racial classifications. 29 The obvious problem with this approach is that, by its text, the Equal Protection Clause applies only to the states, 30 and it was in connection with state use of racial classifications that the Court began generally 21 I5 S. Ct. 2097 Ct. (1995 . 22 See id. at 2117. 23 417 U.S. 535 (1974) . The facts and holding of this case are discussed below at p. 1762 . 24 See id. at 553-54 & n.24. 25 See id. at 555 ("As long as the special treatment can be tied rationally to the fulfillment of Congress' unique obligation toward the Indians, such legislative judgments will not be disturbed."). Although this formulation appears to be a modified rational-basis approach that might invalidate federal legislation harmful to tribes, in practice the Court has equated it with the garden-variety rational-basis test, under which essentially all legislation survives judicial scrutiny. See, e.g., Washington v. Confederated Bands and Tribes of the Yakima Indian Nation, 439 U.S. (1996) (Scalia, J., joined by Rehnquist, CJ., and Thomas, J., dissenting), and, in particular, about the mythic, oxymoronic, unprincipled, and unauthorized qualities of substantive due process, see, e.g., BMW of N. Am., Inc. v. Gore, 116 S. Ct. 1589 , x62o-i62 (1996 based on Hawaiian-native status within existing precedents, 3s however, Benjamin mentions not a hint of the fictional nature of this invocation of the Fifth Amendment.
Morton v. Mancari fares equally poorly when subjected to critical light. It is rooted in a double-barreled cluster of constitutional fictions, some purporting to support federal power over Indians in the first place, and others ignoring the ethnic quality of the classification at issue in that case.
The Court in Mancari assumed that there is a "special relationship" between the United States and Indian tribes. 3 6 The source of federal authority to conduct this "relationship," the Court stated, is "[t]he plenary power of Congress to deal with the special problems of Indians .... 37 The Court cited only two sources in the Constitution for this power: the Indian Commerce Clause and the treaty power.
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In truth, however, neither these clauses nor any other constitutional text justifies the conclusion that the plenary power is legitimate.
The first major plenary power case, United States v. Kagama, 39 illustrates the extratextual quality of the federal plenary power over Indian affairs. At issue was the constitutionality of the Major Crimes Act of 1885,40 which made it a federal crime for an Indian to commit any one of certain enumerated serious offenses on an Indian reservation. 41 Congress adopted the statute in response to the Court's decision in Ex parte Crow Dog, 42 which had held that no federal crime had occurred when one Indian murdered another on a reservation.
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In Kagama, it was abundantly clear that neither of the sources of federal power later cited in Mancari justified the passage of the Major Crimes Act. The treaty clause was irrelevant because the tribe to which the defendant belonged had no treaty with the United States, 44 much less one ceding to the United States a local police power over tribal affairs. Moreover, the Court in Kagama itself rejected the argu-ment that the Major Crimes Act was sustainable as a regulation of "commerce" with that tribe.4 a In the absence of any constitutional grant of power to Congress to regulate on this subject, conventional constitutional doctrine would seemingly have required the Court to strike down the statute at issue in Kagama. 46 Nonetheless, the Court upheld the constitutionality of the statute, concluding that the Indians were helpless wards subject to plenary congressional control. 4 7 In an earlier work, I have suggested that a close examination of the Kagama opinion, along with later precedents involving both Indian affairs and immigration, demonstrates that the Court implicitly embraced the notion that power over Indian affairs is an unwritten, inherent power of national sovereignty necessitated by the colonial nature of the United States. 48 It is possible that the federal power, so understood, can be justified in some limited sense, but the argument for it is both elaborate and controversial. 49 In short, although the congressional-power aspects of Mancari might be slightly less rooted in fiction than the equal protection limitations on federal lawmaking recognized in Adarand, neither is compatible with conventional constitutional interpretation.
Like all modem cases in this field, 50 the Court in Mancari did not stop to ponder whether its assumption of federal plenary power over Indian affairs was based on fiction. Instead, it purported to limit the reach of this fiction by invoking another fiction -the unwritten equal protection component of the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amend-4S The Court stated: [MVe think it would be a very strained construction of this clause, that a system of criminal laws for Indians living peaceably in their reservations, which left out the entire code of trade and intercourse laws justly enacted under that provision, and established punishments for the common-law crimes of murder, manslaughter, arson, burglary, larceny, and the like, without any reference to their relation to any kind of commerce, was authorized by the grant of power to regulate commerce with the Indian tribes. Unfortunately, this method of avoiding the application of heightened scrutiny is every bit as fictional as the other aspects of Adarand and Mancari.
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The employment preference in question in Mancari was for "qualified Indians," s 5 and the statute defined "Indians" as members of federally recognized Indian tribes and "all other persons of one-half or more Indian blood." 5 6 The Court in Mancari completely ignored the facts that the statute allowed an ethnic Native American who was not a member of a recognized tribe to qualify for the preference, and that her entitlement to it turned on blood quantum -seemingly a graphic invocation of race qua race that, in other contexts, Justices have railed against as exhibiting the worst, most offensive aspect of categorization by innate characteristic. 5 7 Instead, the Court fixated upon the BIA implementing regulation, which, as the Court noted, "applies only to members of 'federally recognized' tribes." 53 This description was at best only partly accurate, however. The regulation provided that, to be eligible for the preference, "an individual must be one-fourth or more degree Indian blood and be a member of a Federally-recognized tribe." 5 9 Even under the regulation, then, race, as measured by blood quantum, was a but-for requirement of eligibility for the preference. The Court in Mancari did not pause to ponder this problem.
To be sure, there might well be better arguments for defending the outcomes in Adarand or Mancari. 60 But Benjamin "addresses the con- A fundamental problem with using this kind of limited analysis in federal Indian law may be seen in Benjamin's argument that benefits for indigenous persons may be provided only to members of Indian "tribes." 62 Benjamin's claim is that the tribal-membership requirement flows from two conclusions in Mancai. The first is that, for purposes of the statute at issue in that case, the plenary power over Indian affairs was rooted in the Indian Commerce Clause, which provides Congress the authority to regulate commerce "with the Indian Tribes." 63 The second is that the preference in Mancari was not racial because it flowed only to members of tribes, which are political organizations. These two conclusions lead nowhere, however, for three reasons. First, by its text, the Indian Commerce Clause cannot possibly be the source of a plenary power over Indian affairs: indeed, the clause was rejected as the source of this all-encompassing congressional power in Kagama. 64 This would seem to undercut any need to emphasize the word "tribe" from an Article I perspective. Second, the other aspect of Mancari -that tribal affiliation renders the preference political, not racial -is equally undercut by the fact that blood quantum was a but-for requirement of the preference. 6 5 Third, and more generally, in an area in which the judicial attention to rule-of-law values has been so lax, why should analysis be strictly tied to a literalist interpretation invalidate, any congressional classification based on suspect criteria that the Equal Protection Clause prevents states from using. See Hampton v. Mow Sun Wong, 426 U.S. 88, 103 (1976). When the federal government operates much like a state, as it did in Boiling in its oversight of the District of Columbia's schools, the rationality of the federal action should depend on whether similar state action would be considered illegitimate. When the federal government carries out an exclusively national function, however, such as engaging in relations with Indian tribes, its use of classifications that are sensitive when used by states in other contexts is not so inherently suspicious. This would seem especially true for such classifications that benefit rather than harm a subordinated group, such as Indians.
The other problem left unanswered in Mancari is, of course, where, if anywhere, Congress is provided with a plenary power to govern Indian affairs. For my thoughts on this question, see Frickey, cited above in note 48, at 52-74. 61 Benjamin, supra note 14, at 543 n.23. Indian law constitutes an error of significant magnitude, for it confuses a puzzling, conceptually intractable, and little-understood corner of public law with its mainstream.
I am not suggesting, along the lines of the old joke sometimes repeated by federal Indian law scholars and practitioners, that there is (or should be) an "Indian exception to the Constitution." What I mean to suggest is that any meaningful and intellectually coherent constitutional analysis in this field cannot simply follow the customary lawyerly path of beginning today and working backward only to the extent that recent precedent seems to leave open questions. Instead, working forward from the beginning is profoundly enlightening in federal Indian law. The Constitution became possible only by virtue of colonization, and the document rests awkwardly on top of that history. The deep irony is that we live in a society governed by a constitution that is based on a social contract theory of consent and that protects rights to liberty and property, yet made possible only by unilaterally dispossessing Natives of their autonomy and lands. The inconsistencies only become more awkward when the Constitution itself is closely examined, for it provides no textual hint of the plenary power over Indian affairs that Congress has confidently exercised for a century and courts have routinely validated.
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To make sense of the field -and any important issue in itrequires, I believe, asking why judges have deferred to such sweeping exercises of congressional authority. It cannot be, after all, that conventional constitutional interpretation easily justifies such judicial reticence. If it is not based upon values traditionally rooted in the rule of law, then what might be an alternative basis? And whatever that alternative basis might be, is it not just a bit awkward to apply conventional lawyering analysis to a field that, at its core, is bereft of it?
Notwithstanding being caught betwixt and between the mythologies of Adarand and Mancari, the practitioner might well feel that her role is to provide an objective and non-normative analysis of how current courts are likely to resolve the issue under consideration. Benjamin takes this tack, ultimately seeing his mission as determining where the Supreme Court "is" on the issue. But his predictive lens provides focus only through the lawyerly analysis of precedents, rather than through an examination of the potential non-doctrinal explanations for those precedents. Might not the longstanding judicial reluctance to intervene in Indian affairs lead even the practitioner who views her role as wholly predictive to conclude that, notwithstanding the lawyerly ar-70 Indians are mentioned only three times in the Constitution: in the Indian Commerce Clause, see U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 3, and in two provisions directing that "Indians not taxed" are to be excluded in apportioning the House of Representatives, id. art. I, § 2, cl. 3; id. amend.
XIV, § 2.
guments for the unconstitutionality of special legislation singling out Native Americans, the courts are unlikely to pull the trigger?
In fact, the precedent upon which Benjamin relies, Adarand, suggests that judicial deference might continue to be forthcoming, despite the supposedly unavoidable logic of the argument for unconstitutionality. Indeed, Adarand is marvelously malleable concerning the constitutionality of preferences for Native Americans, such as those in Mancari. The Court in Adarand began by expressing a remarkably color-blind perspective: "[A]ny preference based on racial or ethnic criteria must necessarily receive a most searching examination." 7 1 Because Native American blood quantum is a but-for requirement of the preference in Mancari, it would seem to be the sort of racial criterion specified in Adarand. Later in the Adarand opinion, however, the Court signaled a reluctance to reopen issues in fields "in which we found special deference to the political branches of the Federal Government to be appropriate." 7 2 As an example, the Court cited Hampton v. Mow Sun Wong, 7 3 a case involving federal regulation of aliens. 74 This cryptic reference suggests, at a minimum, that in the field of immigration law and alienage regulation, in which the Court has accorded Congress a plenary power, 7 the Court will be reluctant to upset longstanding arrangements, even though they might arguably involve some discriminatory element.
Federal Indian law is, of course, also a field in which the Court has long accorded Congress plenary power. Indeed, in my judgment, it is far from a coincidence that plenary power exists in both immigration law and federal Indian law: there are parallel reasons for plenary power in both. 7 6 Might this not leave Mancari good law despite its tension with Adarand? And if judicial deference remains the norm in federal Indian law, might not the courts defer to federal policies toward Indians even if, as Benjamin argues, they do not fit within the four corners of Mancari? Otherwise, many longstanding arrangements might be called into question. The opinion in Mancari supports this prudential notion of judicial deference, expressing concern that a contrary holding might jeopardize the constitutionality of "an entire Title 76 See Frickey, supra note 48, at 52-74 (suggesting that plenary power over immigration is an inherent power under international law of all sovereigns to control the influx of "foreigners," and that the plenary power over Indian affairs is a similar inherent power of those sovereigns that were created by colonization to control "foreigners" who were already present -that is, indigenous persons).
[Vol. IIO:I75 4 of the United States Code" 77 as well as "the solemn commitment of the Government toward the Indians." 78 In the first published decision on the constitutionality of special preferences for Hawaiian natives, the federal district court equated such preferences with those for Native Americans in the continental United States and rejected the constitutional challenge to them. 79 Why? Simply because "Native Hawaiians are people indigenous to the State of Hawaii, just as American Indians are indigenous to the mainland United States." 0 In other words, it was a federal Indian law case, with all of the customary backdrop of history, complexity, and judicial deference. Peeking behind that curtain would be, to mix metaphors, like opening a can of worms. As for the question of what law supports such summary judicial restraint, one might cite one of the oldest of prudential laws -the law of avoiding unanticipated consequences. This is not the place for a complete defense of the constitutionality of federal classifications based upon Indian heritage, much less for the creation of a broader theory of federal Indian law that might smooth out the central analytical problems -not to mention the conceptual rough edges -of the field. 8 ' Instead, what I hope to have demonstrated is that, in federal Indian law, lawyerly analysis that is devoid of broader historical and theoretical perspectives leads to misleading conclusions about the determinacy and substance of what the law "is" at any given moment. More specifically, whatever might be true of mainstream public law, and however much the pristine practitioner might abhor it, what is popularly called "politics" has a strong explanatory and predictive value in federal Indian law. To assess current questions in Indian affairs as merely matters of abstract, backwardlooking doctrinal analysis is to confuse a counterhistorical ideal of the rule of law with the reality of a complicated politico-legal, historical, and institutional "situation sense." 8 2 What results is illusory law without life -mere conceptual constructs instead of the complicated calculus of doctrinal and human factors that coalesce to form federal Indian law. It would be interesting to conduct an experiment in which doctrinal analytics replace legal realism in federal Indian law lock, stock, and barrel. Because many of the central doctrines in the field are devoid of convenient legal justification, an ascetic doctrinal approach driven by mainstream public law values could turn the field topsyturvy. For example, Congress might no longer have a plenary power over Indian affairs, and tribes might no longer be locked into an involuntary trust relationship with the federal government, which has long been used to justify paternalistic statutes and regulations. Until that redemptive day (the second coming of Columbus?) comes, however, it makes no sense to allow abstract doctrinal analysis to claim a fraction of the field -especially when the doctrinal conclusions that are reached by this method harm Native Americans -while leaving the remainder of it controlled by the unholy trinity of history, power, and incoherence.
Ill. THE PERILS OF PARADIGMATICS -OR, SOMETIMES THERE'S LESS THAN MEETS THE EYE
If narrow doctrinal analysis is fraught with peril in federal Indian law, then a broader sort of inquiry might seem appropriate. L. Scott Gould has recently engaged in a wide-ranging analysis of the field that seeks to identify the central value at its heart. 8 3 His work contains important insights. Unfortunately, in my judgment, he falls victim, as did Benjamin, to the desire to impose an artificial coherence upon the field.
Gould's thesis is as follows: "The consent paradigm states that absent a congressional delegation of authority, federal preemption, or a finding of inherent civil jurisdiction, the sovereign rights of tribes are sufficient to prevail in disputes between tribes and tribal members only."M This statement is a useful description of many aspects of current federal Indian law. It is difficult, however, to accept it as a paradigm. On its own terms, Gould's thesis is riddled with exceptions that deprive it of the quality of a coherent theoretical framework for a field of inquiry. Moreover, those aspects of federal Indian law that it does describe cannot be conceptualized as rooted in any consistent understanding of "consent."
Sovereignty connotes authority over a region and the people within it.
as Recent federal Indian law cases have shown a trend away from conceptualizing tribal sovereignty as including this traditional geo- The Supreme Court has suggested that tribal authority over nonmembers can be legitimated, if at all, only by their consent. 88 The Court has even stated that " [t] he retained sovereignty of the tribe is but a recognition of certain additional authority the tribes maintain over Indians who consent to be tribal members." 9 If this dictum were credited, Gould might well be correct that a paradigm based on an overall conception of consent is at work in federal Indian law. 90 The dictum is quite wide of the mark descriptively, however, as is revealed by Gould's own model, which recognizes three exceptions to the rule. These exceptions, not the Court's loose language, are accurate representations of the field today. Although recognition of these exceptions enhances Gould's contribution as a descriptive matter, it undermines his attempt at paradigm-building.
Within the confines of this Commentary, I will illustrate the degree to which Gould's analysis cannot function as a paradigm by examining one of the exceptions he recognizes: that tribes have some sort of "inherent civil jurisdiction." 9 1 An assessment of this jurisdiction, requires surveying some of the recent decisions that have denied tribal sovereignty, as well as several others that have recognized it.
The modem decline of tribal geographical sovereignty can be traced from Oliphant v. Suquamish Indian Tribe, 92 in which the Court held that a tribe could not exercise criminal jurisdiction over a nonIndian who had committed a crime on its reservation. 93 Over a decade later, in Duro v. Reina, 94 the Court applied the Oliphant rationale to deny tribal criminal jurisdiction over a nonmember Indian -that is, a Native American who was a member of a tribe other than the one seeking to prosecute him. 95 The upshot of both decisions is that a tribe's criminal jurisdiction is limited to its members. In both Oliphant and Duro, the denial of geographical jurisdiction was all the more striking because the nonmember in question had not merely committed a crime on the reservation as a transient, but actually lived there. To say that neither nonmember had "consented" to tribal criminal jurisdiction is to use that term in a way that is not ordinarily within the countenance of jurisdictional inquiries: 9 6 voluntary situs within a jurisdiction is ordinarily enough to provide that sovereign with the authority to apply its laws. 97 What was lacking in Oliphant and Duro was not "consent" in the traditional sense, but membership in the political community that sought to impose its laws. Both cases stressed the civil-liberties concerns of permitting an American citizen to be prosecuted within the borders of the United States by a tribe in which that citizen had no right to vote and whose juries consisted solely of tribal members. 98 That a sense of political community, not "consent" in the traditional understanding, controls both cases is evident when one recognizes that, under these cases, the only "consent" that seems to be legally operative is the consent of the governed. 99 This limitation is rooted in a radically diminished conception of tribal sovereignty, not in the absence of non-Indian consent to jurisdiction. 98 See Duro, 495 U.S. at 692-94; Oliphant, 435 U.S. at 210-11. 99 Oliphant held that "Indians do not have criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians absent affirmative delegation of such power by Congress," 435 U.S. at 2o8, and Duro simply extended that approach to criminal jurisdiction over nonmember Indians. Duro explicitly linked the jurisdictional holding to a theory of political community.
Retained criminal jurisdiction over members is accepted by our precedents and justified by the voluntary character of tribal membership and the concomitant right of participation in a tribal government, the authority of which rests on consent. .. . With respect to . . . internal laws and usages, the tribes are left with broad freedom not enjoyed by any other governmental authority in this country... This is all the more reason to reject an extension of tribal authority over those who have not given the consent of the governed that provides a fundamental basis for power within our constitutional system. Duro, 495 U.S. at 694 (citations omitted). Nonetheless, in Duro, the Court did state: "We have no occasion in this case to address the effect of a formal acquiescence to tribal jurisdiction that might be made, for example, in return for a tribe's agreement not to exercise its power to exclude an offender from tribal lands." Id. at 689. (x99o) (amending 25 U.S.C. § i3oI (z988))). For conflicting views of the constitutionality and wisdom of this measure, see Gould, cited above in note 9, at 55-163 (con), and Nell Jessup Newton, Permanent Legislation to Correct Duro v. Reina, 27 AM.
Congress responded to
Had this approach to tribal sovereignty prevailed outside the arena of criminal jurisdiction, it would have established a "membership," not a "consent," paradigm of tribal authority. In other areas, however, tribal sovereignty over nonmembers remains more vibrant. These areas embrace more conventional conceptualizations of consent, which do not turn on whether the person whom the tribe wishes to regulate has consented through membership in the tribe. The nature of non-Indian consent in such areas, however, seems to be only one factor in a judicial balancing of relevant interests.
Non-Indians who enter a reservation and buy products there may be subjected to a tribal sales tax. 1°° This conclusion is merely an application of the conventional jurisdictional notion of consent to sovereign authority based on voluntary presence. As a matter of a theory of consent, however, it cannot be squared with Oliphant and Duro, which rejected such an approach to tribal criminal jurisdiction. The difference in the two lines of cases is probably this simple: the taxation of a transient transaction raises no serious civil-liberties concerns, for the transient non-Indian may avoid the tax by simply declining to enter into the transaction and by avoiding reservation transactions in the future. Because the civil-liberties concerns are minor, consent in the traditional sense is sufficient to provide a tribe with the authority in question.
Not all scenarios of tribal taxation of nonmembers are so simple, however. In Merrion v. Jicarilla Apache Tribe,' 10 the tribe had entered into long-term mineral leases with non-Indian companies under which the latter would extract oil and gas from tribal lands and pay a royalty to the tribe. Many years after the leases were signed, the tribe adopted an ordinance imposing a severance tax on oil and gas production on tribal land. The practical economic effect of the tax was to increase overall tribal income at the expense of nonmembers.1 0 2
This assertion of tribal authority seems rather far afield from the sales tax example. Unlike the sales tax scenario, the non-Indian companies in Merrion had no easy way to walk away from the transaction -they may well have incurred substantial reliance expenses on their understanding that the oil leases provided the precise parameters of their economic relationship with the tribe. The transaction was not a one-shot deal that could be easily avoided in the future; instead, it was a long-term contractual relationship. (1982) . 102 See id. at 167 (Stevens, J., dissenting). 103 Nor is it necessarily the case, as the Court suggested in Merrion, that the tribal severance tax was similar in impact to a state severance tax imposed on the extraction of natural resources.
See Merrion, 455 U.S. at r38. To be sure, the existence of such state taxes might have provided the oil companies in Merrion with some notice that the tribe might attempt a similar scheme, 1997r Nonetheless, the Court in Merrion upheld the tribe's authority to impose the severance tax. 1 ' 4 The Court stressed that "there is a significant territorial component to tribal power" 0 -5 and that "ihe power to tax is an essential attribute of Indian sovereignty because it is a necessary instrument of self-government and territorial management."' 0 6 It is patent, however, that precisely these rationales would uphold criminal jurisdiction in Oliphant and Duro.
Some notion of "consent" might seem to be the difference between Merrion and the criminal cases, but in fact there is little distinction between the cases based on traditional conceptions of this term. Recall that the nonmembers in the criminal cases lived on the reservation, and thus their manifestations of implied consent to jurisdiction were at least as strong as those of a non-Indian company that chose to engage in long-term business there. To be sure, the Secretary of the Interior had approved the severance tax in Merrion, but in a later case, in which no secretarial approval had been necessary, the Court reaffirmed the authority of the tribe to tax in similar circumstances. 1 0 7 Thus, even the actual consent of the federal government -which otherwise might have been seen as some roundabout form of implied consent from nonmembers based upon their representation in that government' 0 8 -seems unimportant in explaining the differing outcomes in Merrion and the criminal cases. Finally, it may have seemed important to the Court in Oliphant that Congress had opened up some Indian reservations to nonmembers, thereby perhaps implicitly diminishing the power of the tribal political community. 10 9 Yet, in Merrion, the tribe itself had formally waived its power to exclude the non-Indian entity from the reservation in a document -the oil and gas lease -that provided not a hint that, by entering onto the reservation, the company might be subjected to a later, unilateral reformulation of the thereby undercutting the reasonableness of their reliance on the silence in the mineral leases concerning taxation. Unlike the oil companies in Merion, however, companies extracting oil from state government lands could have powerful allies who virtually represent them in the state legislature. This confluence of interests would arise if the common state constitutional requirement of uniformity in taxes, see, e.g., OKLA. CONST. art. X, § 5, were understood to require that state severance taxes be uniform across both private and state lands. On this understanding, a state severance tax could not be imposed solely on state lands, and its imposition across both state and private lands would incur the opposition of private royalty holders if their royalties would be reduced by the tax. No such persons or entities existed to represent the interests of the oil companies in Merrion in the tribal council, because the tribe was the only royalty holder. deal. On this analysis, to suggest that there is some unified notion of consent at the heart of these cases becomes untenable." 0 Another line of Supreme Court decisions, involving tribal-court civil jurisdiction, also provides an interesting challenge to building a paradigm based upon consent. In Williams v. Lee,"' the Court held that a non-Indian who sought to enforce a claim against an Indian on a transaction that was entered into on a reservation must bring suit in tribal court." 2 In two later decisions, in which an Indian plaintiff sued a non-Indian defendant in tribal court for a tort that arose on a reservation, the Supreme Court declined to hold that the tribal court lacked subject-matter jurisdiction.
13 -Why this different approach to civil, as opposed to criminal, jurisdiction? The Court was unwilling to find an absolute bar to tribal-court jurisdiction in such civil cases because it concluded that, unlike in the criminal arena, there is no long history of assumptions by the federal government that no such civil tribal authority exists." 4 Instead of denying jurisdiction over non-Indian defendants along the analogy of Oliphant, the Court constructed an approach requiring the exhaustion of tribal-court remedies before the case may enter federal court, after which the only federal issue is whether the tribal court erred in assuming jurisdiction, not whether its ruling on the merits was erroneous. 5 In what way did the non-Indian plaintiff in Williams v. Lee and the non-Indian civil defendants in the later cases "consent" to tribal-court jurisdiction? Apparently, in the same way in which everyone else ordinarily consents to sovereign jurisdiction: voluntary presence within the geographical confines of the sovereign."16
115 See Iowa Mutual, 480 U.S. at i6-ig. 116 The concern, so evident in Oliphant and Duro, see supra pp. 1769-7o, that the law to be applied and the judge and jury to be involved come from a political community to which the non-Indian cannot belong was not treated as an important factor in the civil cases involving nonIndian defendants. The Court in National Farmers Union did state, however, that exhaustion was not required when an assertion of tribal jurisdiction was motivated by bad faith or was frivolous. See National Farmers Union, 471 U.S. at 856 n.2. In Iowa Mutual, the Court responded to a suggestion of bias by noting that "the Indian Civil Rights Act ... provides nonIndians with various protections against unfair treatment in the tribal courts." Iowa Mutual, 480 U.S. at i9 (citing the Indian Civil Rights Act, 25 U.S.C. § 1302 (i994), which imposes on tribal governments many of the limitations on federal and state governmental action that are found in the Bill of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendment). The Indian Civil Rights Act would have equally protected non-Indian criminal defendants in tribal court, of course, and yet that protection was insufficient to persuade the Court in Oliphant to leave criminal jurisdiction in place. See Oliphant, 435 U.S. at 294 (noting the existence of Indian Civil Rights Act but stressing that "the guarantees are not identical" in tribal court and federal and state courts, including the fact that non-Indians "are excluded from Suquamish tribal court juries").
One final pattern of cases falls somewhere between the traditional conception of implied consent to sovereignty that is found in the tribal-court civil jurisdiction and tribal taxation cases and the denial of the power to consent that is found in the criminal cases. The Court has struggled, and thus far failed, to come up with a coherent approach for cases in which a tribe asserts civil authority to regulate the conduct of non-Indians on lands that they own in fee on its reservation. In Montana v. United States, 1 17 in the context of attempted tribal regulation of non-Indian hunting and fishing on non-Indian fee lands that were located on a reservation,'" 8 the Court first expressed a presumption against tribal authority to regulate nonmembers in these circumstances" 19 and then stated that the presumption might be overcome by a showing either that the non-Indian had consented to tribal regulatory power or that the asserted tribal authority was especially important in the circumstances.1 20 In Brendale v. Confederated Tribes and Bands of the Yakima Indian Nation,' 2 1 four Justices rejected the notion that tribal regulatory authority over nonmember fee owners might turn on its importance to the tribe. 122 Nonetheless, a fractured Court in that case upheld a tribe's authority to zone non-Indian fee lands located on a portion of the reservation that had retained its Indian character. 118 When non-Indians are transients on the reservation enjoying hunting and fishing opportunities on tribal land, there is no doubt that they are subject to tribal regulation. See id. at 557.
119 See id. at 564 (C[E]xercise of tribal power beyond what is necessary to protect tribal selfgovernment or to control internal relations is inconsistent with the dependent status of the tribes, and so cannot survive without express congressional delegation.").
120 The Court in Montana stated: A tribe may regulate, through taxation, licensing, or other means, the activities of nonmembers who enter consensual relationships with the tribe or its members, through commercial dealing, contracts, leases, or other arrangements. . . . A tribe may also retain inherent power to exercise civil authority over the conduct of non-Indians on fee lands within its reservation when that conduct threatens or has some direct effect on the political integrity, the economic security, or the health or welfare of the tribe. Id. at 565-66 (citations omitted).
492 U.S. 408 (1989).
122 See id. at 428-31 (opinion of White, J.). Three Justices took precisely the opposite tack, proposing an expansion of the approach so that it would become, in effect, a presumption of inherent tribal authority in any situation in which there is a "significant tribal interest." Id. at 457 (Blackmun, J., joined by Brennan & Marshall, JJ., concurring in part and dissenting in part). Two Justices did not directly discuss the Montana approach. See id. at 443-44 (Stevens, J., joined by O'Connor, J., announcing the judgment) (distinguishing Montana). A later majority opinion seemingly considered the Montana approach to be good law. See South Dakota v. Bourland, 508 U.S. 679, 695 ('993) . 123 The outcome in the Brendale case was controlled by the opinion of Justice Stevens, joined by Justice O'Connor, who believed that the tribe had the authority to zone nonmember fee land so long as the portion of the reservation containing it had not lost its essential Indian character. When these criminal and civil cases are combined, it is difficult to conceptualize what emerges as a "consent paradigm." The criminal cases turn on a strong sense of the limits of political community, not on whether a particular non-Indian consented to tribal regulation. Anything short of actual membership in the tribal political community is insufficient to authorize the exercise of inherent tribal authority. In contrast, the taxation cases and the tribal-court civil jurisdictional cases take an inconsistent approach by following a more traditional notion that presence within a jurisdiction is at least presumptively sufficient to constitute consent to sovereign regulation. Finally, the civil regulatory cases are so incoherent as to defy any obvious explanation, or at least one based on any plausible notion of consent. 124 Such erratic judicial behavior is often explainable as resulting from the application of an ad hoc balancing test.' 2 5 My own sense is that, in its federal Indian law jurisprudence, the Court has been doing nothing more than balancing the interests it perceives to be salient in the cases. The interests that the Court seems to find most understandable are on the non-Indian side of the case. The weightiest concern is the deprivation of liberty that arises from criminal sanction by a political community to which one not only does not, but cannot, belong. Second in importance seems to be interference with long-sacrosanct notions of property rights in fee-simple lands, perhaps especially in cases in which the non-Indian ownership of land in Indian country is longstanding and the result of express congressional policy. 126 In contrast, when a non-Indian enters Indian country for transactional reasons, she is presumptively as much on her own as anyone entering a foreign jurisdiction would be.
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124 As this issue was going to press, the Supreme Court decided Strafe v. A-z Contractors, Hr 7 S. Ct. 1404 ('997) . The Court held that a tribal court had no jurisdiction over a tort action arising from an automobile accident between non-Indians on a state highway on an Indian reservation. The holding seems fact-specific: the Court equated a nonmember on a state highway to a nonmember on nonmember fee land and accordingly concluded that the presumption against tribal power created in Montana controlled. Indeed, the Court reserved the question of tribal-court jurisdiction over nonmembers on tribal roads. Despite these qualifications, however, the Court did "hold" that, with respect to nonmembers, "a tribe's adjudicative jurisdiction does not exceed its legislative jurisdiction," id. at 1413, and treated National Farmers Union and Iowa Mutual as exhaustion cases, not jurisdictional cases, see id. at 14io. Accordingly, Strate may have deflated the general presumption favoring tribal-court jurisdiction over nonmembers who are voluntarily present on reservation land which National Farmers Union and Iowa Mutual seemed to create.
Strafe is consistent with the trend denying tribal sovereignty that Gould identified, but the contours of this precedent remain subject to substantial uncertainty pending elaboration in the lower courts.
125 See, e.g 230 (1982) , for example, the issue boiled down to which party to the oil and gas lease should bear the responsibility for the silence in the lease concerning taxation. See id. at 145-47. Under ordinary principles of sovereignty, under On the tribal side of the balance, it is not at all clear what the Court is identifying and weighing as relevant factors. As Gould realized, the notion of non-Indian "consent" to tribal regulation is a thread running through these cases, but it is not the only factor, and it lacks a unitary understanding. Even if "consent" is viewed as an unartful way of identifying the cluster of factors surrounding the role of tribal membership or nonmembership, it fails to provide a unified descriptive model of the precedents. Nonmembership is becoming increasingly important, to be sure, but no coherent approach based on it runs through the cases. In short, despite Gould's efforts to the contrary, the decisions do not adequately resolve whether tribes should be conceptualized as sovereigns or membership associations.
8
What a careful analysis of Gould's contribution reveals, I suggest, is that federal Indian law remains about as unruly as ever. Attempts to discipline it through a critical but descriptive lens are well worth the scholarly effort, but remain unlikely to reveal a unified theory. Moreover, a focus on descriptive rather than normative accounts of federal Indian law -the mission of Gould as well as Benjamin -is likely to miss the core problems of this field. Conflicting and confounding values, rather than simply a failure of judicial logic or technique, seem to be driving this incoherence. Indeed, the story of federal Indian law is one of vacillation between an approach rooted in respecting the uniqueness and worthiness of tribal institutions and one bent on assimilating tribes and their members into the larger society. 129 On the whole, competing paradigms of uniqueness and uniformity provide, I believe, a much more illuminating picture of federal which grants in derogation of sovereignty are narrowly construed to preserve sovereign autonomy, see, e.g., WILLIAM N. ESKRIDGE, JR. & PHILIP P. FRICKEY, CASES AND MATERIALS ON LEGISLA-TION: STATUTES AND THE CREATION OF PUBLIC POLICY 653 (2d ed. xggs), the oil companies, not the tribe, should have been expected to raise the issue of taxation authority and to negotiate about it. See Merion, 455 U.S. at 147-48 (adopting the view that even a sovereign holding a royalty interest under a contract retains taxation authority concerning it unless that authority was "surrendered in unmistakable terms"). In contrast, in Montana, there was no way that the non-Indian fee owners could have negotiated regarding potential tribal civil jurisdiction because Congress had unilaterally imposed the land-ownership scheme many years before.
128 As Gould recognized, at the outset of the period of his study the Supreme Court had remarked that tribes "are unique aggregations possessing attributes of sovereignty over both their members and their territory," Gould, supra note is, at 839 (quoting United States v. Mazurie, 419 U.S. 544, 557 (975) (citing Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) S5, 557 (x832))) (internal quotation marks omitted), and thus "are a good deal more than 'private, voluntary organizations.'n Id. at 839 (quoting Mazurie, 419 U.S. at 557 (quoting United States v. Mazurie, 487 F.2d 14, 19 (roth Cir. 1973))) (internal quotation marks omitted). What the cases that Gould surveyed, see id. at 837-54, demonstrate is that, over the last two decades, the Court has waffled on whether to continue to recognize the distinction between governmental authority rooted in sovereignty and associational authority based on consent.
129 See Frickey, supra note 4, at 1203. I am referring here to the law on the books, not to the interactions between tribes and non-Indian entities that have defined much of the broad, practical parameters of the colonization of this country.
Indian law' 3 0 than does Gould's unidimensional model or Benjamin's flattening of the field into general federal public law.
Many legal scholars would respond to the incoherence in this field by proposing theoretical modifications and doctrinal reforms to bring a more normatively attractive and descriptively coherent approach to it.'3' Yet the question whether such scholarly reforms of the field are likely to be successful, and the even more basic question of what constitutes meaningful reform in the first place, are inquiries that are daunting in themselves and deserve attention. Indeed, as the next Part suggests, a more satisfactory approach might prefer local answers that are developed through negotiated conciliation to analytically elegant global solutions that may be unattainable or impractical.
IV.
THE CURBING OF CONCEPTUALIZATION AND THE PROMISE OF PARTICIPATION -OR, DECOLONIZATION FROM THE INSIDE OUT
One obvious problem with theoretical reconceptualizations of federal Indian law that have practical impact as a goal is that they must appeal to the legal elite1 3 2 -which is, of course, non-Indian. For example, Robert A. Williams, Jr., has demonstrated that indigenous practices and values have influenced federal Indian law and, under a broader conception of the field, should influence it more substantially in the future.' 3 3 But how can any transformation of the field occur when judges, cabined by the blinders of precedent, will dismiss such indigenous aspects as irrelevant, and when (largely non-Indian) scholars, though often sympathetic, will have difficulty identifying the Indian side of the story, much less integrating it into conceptual arguments for reform of the field? Scholars may exhort judges to hear the other side of the story, but may know too little about that side themselves, and thus may offer only abstract (and ultimately hollow) exhortations to think about things from the Indian perspective. 13 4 To the extent that scholarly efforts in federal Indian law presume, if only implicitly, that federal judges could accomplish a decolonization of federal Indian law if only they would see the light, the scholarly activity is unlikely to be practically productive. Although I am not entirely pessimistic about doctrinal innovation and do believe that scholarly inquiry assessing judge-made federal Indian law is a worthy task, candor compels me to admit that it is unlikely to produce any truly wide-ranging reform of this field. I do not say this simply because the trend in the cases is unfavorable to Indian tribal claims. 13 5 The more fundamental problem is that the doctrines in the field are rooted in such strong colonial assumptions 3 6 that innovation can go only so far in attempting to promote a more respectful treatment of tribes. In addition, the indigenous perspective has been injected into this law in, at best, only a roundabout and filtered way, through the work of (usually non-Indian) attorneys representing tribes and (almost always non-Indian) scholars who attempt to provide meaningful critiques of the field that are more sensitive to tribal interests. 13 7
The short answer to the question of reform, then, is that, in these fundamental ways, the field is structurally immunized against substantial doctrinal reevaluation. Litigation may rearrange the rafters of this law, but is very unlikely to shake its foundations. Scholarshipwhich rarely drives law reform anyway -is even more likely to have a quixotic quality here. Moreover, the highest academic aspirations of scholarship -to examine a question from all sides with a genuine quality of objectivity and disinterestedness -face at least a twofold problem in this field. First, to the extent that even scholarship of this kind is rather uniformly highly critical of the field, it becomes easier for more practically minded opponents of reform to dismiss it as mere practitioner advocacy masquerading as something more highfalutin. Second, a thorough scholarly examination of a problem of this social, cultural, historical, and doctrinal magnitude is fraught with difficulty, especially when the scholarly community lacks many members who can more naturally access and bring to the fore the Indian side of many of these facets. Although I certainly do not believe that this disqualifies non-Indians from undertaking scholarly work in the field, it does suggest a certain humility and tentativeness to their efforts, which in turn may appear to the opponents of reform not just as a lack of confidence in conclusions that they have drawn, but as partiality or pandering as well.
One central, albeit controversial, value shared by many academic lawyers is a faith in properly designed institutional organization and procedure. 138 If federal Indian law is currently structured in a way that is highly resistant to a thoroughgoing critique and reevaluation, might not there be ways to promote a more normatively defensible approach to the field not simply by proposing doctrinal innovation, but also by suggesting a structural or procedural redesign of the ways in which this law is made? By engaging in ordinary scholarly normative and doctrinal analysis of the field, perhaps we have placed the cart before the horse. Indeed, if there really is a paradigm in federal Indian law that should be shifted, it might well be one based not on consent, but on adjudication.
Faith in adjudication is rooted deeply in the analytical instincts of many legal commentators, who might feel lost amid a shifting landscape if they no longer viewed their primary audience as the judiciary and their fellow scholars, with whom they operate in a joint enterprise of improving the law incrementally. As the examination of Benjamin's and Gould's contributions has demonstrated, however, the adjudicatory model has never worked very well in federal Indian law and, in recent years, has increasingly failed to promote the interests of Native Americans and their tribes.
Moreover, it is the adjudicatory model of defining federal Indian law that leads to the fixation on where the Supreme Court "is" on any given issue at the moment or, more broadly, on whether a consistent trend is emerging. To be sure, I believe that both inquiries are well within the appropriate analytical domain. But overemphasis on the doctrinal aspects of current federal Indian law, measured from this day backward, obscures both the extent to which the field remains incoherent and the extent to which the "answers" to particular issues are mere constructs that are rooted in fiction rather than plausible precedent, not to mention the degree to which the entire field is inextricably rooted in colonial notions that are simply inconsistent with any plausible contemporary normative universe.
So deeply rooted is the faith in adjudication that it may be difficult for many members of the American legal community to imagine any meaningful alternative. Yet, both within Native American communities and in their relationships with European nations and the United States, there has been a rich tradition of sharing values through dialogue and negotiation.' 3 9 The notion that tribes are inextricably linked to the United States government and its people may be a plausible conclusion of law based on precedent, 140 but it is much more clearly One of the most interesting federal-tribal linkages in current law occurs when, pursuant to the Supreme Court decisions discussed above at p. 1773, litigants must exhaust their tribal-court remedies before seeking federal judicial relief. This approach gives tribal courts the front-line respon-proved, as a conclusion of life, by assessing the intertwined histories and practices of Natives and Euro-Americans. The potential contemporary significance of this insight would be hard to overstate. 141 Imagine, for example, that the federal government and a tribe viewed each other as sovereigns linked in an ongoing -indeed, perhaps perpetual -relationship of governance. Imagine further that a controversy arises concerning whether a federal regulatory schemefor example, the Endangered Species Act -applies on the tribal reservation and, if so, how its mandates are to be implemented. To be sure, litigation in federal court could "resolve" the matter, but only in a thin and unsatisfying sense. Among the many problems that could result, consider two: first, a federal victory may never be accepted by the tribe, which may well consider itself sovereign within its reservation borders and deeply resent the invasion of federal officials, even for purposes that are arguably laudable in the abstract; second, a tribal victory might produce an unnecessary appearance of inconsistency between environmental values and tribal autonomy, as well as eventual congressional efforts to undercut tribal sovereignty. Now imagine that, instead of litigating the issue, tribal and federal authorities approach the problem as simply one of many important matters for conversation between sovereigns which should be resolved by negotiation in good faith, and with an eye toward accommodating the federal and tribal interests not only on this question, but in a manner that strengthens the long-term relationship as well. This more productive tack was recently taken by the White Mountain Apache Tribe and the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, which negotiated an arrangement under which the Tribe would manage the protection of sensitive species in cooperation with the Service.
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Of course, it would be foolish to generalize from only one example and conclude that alternative dispute resolution is the cure for all that ails federal Indian law. If the problem is that adjudicatory federal Indian law too often is law without life, the correlative problem is that negotiated federal Indian law may threaten to become life without law. There may be a rich tradition of fruitful negotiation and exchange, but might that not be more an artifact of history than a potential contemporary reality? Tribes no longer possess the historical advantages of comparative numerical, geographic, and military strength. What is to prevent federal and state negotiators from attempting to run roughshod over the interests of tribes? Might not the White Mountain Apache Tribe agreement likely be the exception and not the rule?
143
A simple answer is that tribes are unlikely to roll over and play dead. Institutions that have survived a half-millennium of colonization have shown a profound resilience in the face of overwhelming odds. It seems virtually impossible, as well as paternalistic, to believe that tribes might voluntarily negotiate away their central interests. If those are to be lost, it will be by unilateral exercises of colonial powerwhich federal Indian law doctrine still authorizes.
And there lies one of the essential paths for reform of this area of law. To be sure, there will always be adjudication in federal Indian law. Negotiation cannot completely displace other forms of dispute resolution, and scholars should continue to contribute to the dialogue that is immediately relevant to judicial assessment of federal Indian law. These are essentially trivial insights, however, for under a broader understanding of the role of law, federal Indian law provides the institutional and doctrinal structure around which negotiations oc- Mountain Apache Tribe, and copy of the Statement of the Relationship). I am indebted to Joseph Kalt, who has served as a consultant to the tribe, and to Charles Stringer, my former student, who now serves as an attorney for the tribe, for independently bringing this arrangement to my attention.
143 One obvious factor is the receptivity of the federal executive branch to negotiations with tribes. The stated policy of the current administration is to promote conciliation within a framework conceptualized as a government-to-government relationship. See President's Memorandum for the Heads of Executive Departments and Agencies, 59 Fed. Reg. 22951 (994).
cur.
1 " Some recent scholarship has focused on the possibility of reimagining federal Indian law in this way: not as a panglossian source for newly articulated tribal rights so much as a structure that establishes constraints to limit non-Indian exploitation of unequal negotiating power and provides breathing space for the flourishing of tribal institutions free from non-Indian intrusion. 145 Moreover, scholars might propose imaginative alternatives even in the adjudicative arena, such that judges are not always faced with either-or choices about Native claims and can promote negotiated settlement of such claims within a framework that fosters respect for Native interests. 147 This Commentary is hardly the place to begin a concentrated analysis of the problem. Perhaps it is enough to note two things. First, very able practitioners of federal Indian law have given me diametrically opposed comments on the general utility of alternative dispute resolution in the field. No doubt a great measure of the problem is that tribal relations exist with so many different entities (for example, with other tribes, the federal government, one or more states and their various political subdivisions, and non-Indian neighboring property owners) with which tribes have often been in historical discord and that themselves have many cross-cutting interests. The attempt to settle such "polycentric" disputes, to use Lon Fuller's term, see Lon L. Fuller, The Forms and Limits of Adjudication, 92 HARV. L. REV. 353, 394 (1978) , can be a daunting task. For example, the Oneida land claims dispute in New York, referred to in note 246 above, remains unsettled, at least in part because of the conflicting interests of the three Oneida bands involved, which are located in New York, Wisconsin, and Canada. See, e.g., Land Claim Second, even a peek into the burgeoning literature on negotiation suggests that federal Indian law disputes often involve significant barriers to settlement in addition to the problems of polycentricity and historical discord that may lead to intransigence. scholars, who are accustomed to doctrinal and reformist analysis, could contribute effectively to a broader approach to dispute resolution in this field. At least some of us might need to retool and become more familiar with, for example, the literature on resolving disputes between entities in long-term relationships 1 48 and less fixated on the most recent footnote in a Supreme Court opinion. Indeed, at least when phrased in this way, the shift in focus sounds attractive even in the narrow, instrumental sense.
In the last analysis, negotiation seems to promise to bring Indians into Indian law far better than does adjudication. Negotiation turns not on incoherent or misunderstood legal doctrines, but on practical realities. Negotiation gives people -including subordinated peoplea piece of the legal action and a chance to own, if only partially, both the resolution of particular disputes 149 and a greater sense of the structure and efficacy of the long-term relationships between the parties.'5 0 It goes without saying -although it may nonetheless need to be said -that Indians have not attained important federal judicial positions, and that few Indians are situated to contribute to the traditional scholarly dialogue. In contrast, every tribe has a sovereign structure of leadership and accountability that provides ready linkage to the process of negotiation. There would be no better way to hear the other side than to promote the design of institutions of direct dialogue and negotiation among tribal leaders and state and federal officials, rather than indirect adjudicative confrontation by lawyer-agents of these sovereignties. Indeed, it is no small irony that, although much federal Indian law doctrine is based on judicial deference to the perceived "acon a "fair" or "just" settlement; a sense of entitlement based on a perception of past injustice; a tendency to inflate one's own concessions and to undervalue those offered by others; the skewing effects of risk aversion or overconfidence in one's position; and the difficulty of admitting that, in retrospect, one failed to take advantage of good opportunities to settle a long-term dispute -are likely to be especially acute in at least some federal Indian law conflicts, as anyone familiar with the off-reservation hunting and fishing controversy in Minnesota must acknowledge. Moreover, it goes without saying that negotiations in federal Indian law will be institutionally situated, raising all kinds of principal-agent difficulties, including the extent of authority delegated to negotiators, the quality of the information flowing from negotiators to their principals, and the difficulty of identifying and maintaining the stability of the principal itself in a context in which dissident tribal members may attempt to sway or to replace the tribal council, unhappy non-Indian landowners may motivate some state legislators to undercut the governor, and so on. For a brief overview of such institutional barriers to settlement, see id. at 19-22. tual state of things,"'-" negotiation rather than adjudication is often a better vehicle for defining and shaping current reality, not to mention a more productive way for the state of things perceived by subordinated peoples to be made relevant and credited with legitimacy.
Of course, institution-building and alternative dispute resolution are not panaceas for federal Indian law. After a half-millennium of colonization, I am skeptical that anything approaching a "solution" in this area will ever emerge, whether by doctrinal innovation or its alternatives. But in a field with too much law and too little life, it might be time for scholars to focus at least as much on questions of legal process as on matters of legal doctrine. From that perspective, not only should we articulate more clearly the objectives of federal Indian law, but we should also give greater attention to the manner in which institutions of law carry out their responsibility of "establishing, maintaining and perfecting the conditions necessary for community life to perform its role in the complete development of [people] .' 5 2 Because our broader, contemporary community could not have come about without the unilateral displacement of indigenous communities, it seems especially the case that the institutions and processes of the nation should foster the capacity of Natives to govern their own communities as well as contribute to the development of all our peoples, indigenous or immigrant.
